
Hence, four pairs of adjacent angles are,
(IAOC, ZAOD), (ZAOC, ZBOC), (ZCOB, ZDOB) and, (ZAOD, ZBOD).

In the adjoining figure, lines AB and CD intersect at O. If 13 = 70, find all other angles.
Since CD is a straight line and OB stands on it, theref.orc, 22 and, lSform linear pair of angles.

Since Z3 and Z'!. are vertically opposite angles.

+
=

But

=
A.lso, Z2 and )4 are

=
Hence, 21,

Z2+ 23:180.
Z2+70o:1.80.

/2=180" -70
/2 :110"

(23 = 70' given)

22 = 1101

Z'1. = l3 ,

/3 :70".

/'1. = 70o

vertically opposite angles

14= 12

14 = 110"

= 70o, 22 = 110o, Z3 = 70" and 14 = LL0o.

Find the complementary and supplementary angle of each of the following
(t 26 (ii) 62" (iii) 9" (a) 37"(ia) 51o

Find the complement of each of the following :

(i) 72o (ii) 19" (iii) 88. (io) 2So

In the given figure, lines PQ and RS intersect at point O.If 21, = 53o, find all other angles.

Find

(r)

the value of r in each of the following figures given below :

(ii)

Lines ond Angla lffiE*



5' In the given figure, name each linear pair of angles and pair of vertically opposite angles.

In the glven figore what value of r will make AoB a straight line ?

7. From the given figure, find the value of r.

IlSlgivln fr-gllu, POR is a straight line and the ray OQ stands on it. Find the value of x. Also.
IPOQ and ZQOR

In the given figure, XOY is a stra
angles and all the linear pairs of

POR
ight line. oP and oQ stand on line Xy. write all the pairs of
angles.

\ztP\ lq\./

XOY
1'0. In the given figure, oP and oe are opposite rays and oR stands on pe.

II y : 73", find the value of r.
It x:'J,4", find the value of y.

(')

(ii)



From the adjacent figure, find the values of x, y alrrd z.

In APQ& sides PR and QR are extended to B and A respectively.If IARB = 62o, find ZPRQ and ZBRQ.

RS OF LINES
shall now study about intersecting lines, transversal and parallel lines, also angles made by a transversal

twor,lines.

ng Lines
lines I and. m intersect if they have, a point in common. This common point is called the point of

In the given figure, two lines I and n intersect at O which is the point of intersection.

Versal
which intersects two or more given lines in a plane at different points is called a tranwersal to the given lines.

each of the figures given below, I is a transversal.

P a

t'
:-1--
: f--

/I* -f-
'/-'--

l\ vl

'--v
lel l-ines

lines in a plane are parallef if they- do not meet when produced infinitely in either direction.

opposite edges of a room, the opposite edges of a black l93rd, railway lines, the opposite edges of a ruler

aie all examples of parallel lines. In the given figures, I ll m ot m ll I'

4lmt4u
//

,Ilre perpendicular distance between two parallel lines always remains the same.

Angles Formed by a Transversal with Two Lines

Let-l and mbetwolines and nbe atransversal intersecting I and m atP and Q respectively. Clearly, lines l,

rr and n make eight angles. In the given figurg these'eight angles marked 1 to 8 have their special rurnes-



EXERGISE 11.2

1' 
3 P" qiven figure' I ll m and n is atransversar . rf zc = 722o, find,'*u -"urrre of each of the angres 4
o, cl, e, f, g and h.

^nI-/*&
c Ys -+/

./4
.l

/.p/(+=_--_-_q \p, ----)Ttl. "/h'/
II

,/
T- rr ttt
,tr me grven figure., Qp ll RS, Zp = 65o, ZR = 4So, then find ZSRT.

DI

In the figure given below' AB lr DE *o oa ll or,'p-* lnut zgrc = IEDF.

BfifA*-----*,
D

In the given figure, BC ll AD Find the:"r",,"_lmeasure of Zx, Zy and Zz.



6' In the given figure, I ll m and n is atransversal. rf 21, = 80o and ZE ='l.0oo, find the measures of. 22,and /4. 
n

In the given figo.e BC ll DE. Find the values of x and y.

DA

8. In the given figure, pe 
ll Rg find the measure of ZLRM.

9. In each of the following figures, / ll

(i) n

m, find the vttries of x and, y.

(ii)

1"0. In the given figure, I ll m, find. the unknown angles.

lm

ffiil$ Mathematics In Reol Life-Z



11. Using the given figure, name the following angles :

A

B

(t) Corresponding angles

(ii) Alternate interior angles

(iii) Alternate angle of. 12
(ia) Angle correspond ing to 27
(zr) Pairs of interior angles on the same side of the transversal.

In the given figure AB ll CE and DF ll CB, find the values of. x and y.

C D

In the following figures, a transversal n cuts two lines I and m.

(i) (ii)

Is line I ll m?

In the given figure, AC ll BD and AE ll BF. Find the values of x, y and. z.

In the adjoining figure, indicate which pairs of angles are :

(i) linear pairs of angles (ii) vertically opposite angles

I

m

Lines ond furgles
++.=.-+.-=-*

EE-



F
,'rtft':"d*. FACTS TO REMEMBER9t-- fri

Jr {+
o A line segment has two end pointt a ray has only one end point and a line has no end points on t

side.

r TWo angles having a cofiunon vertex, one colrunon side and whidr do not overlap are called adj

angles.

. The measure of two complementary angles add up to 90'.

. The measure of two supplementary angles add up to 180'.

. If two lines intersect, then two pairs of angles formed without a common arm are called vert
opposite angles.

. Vertically opposite angles are always equal.
o When two lines drawn on sheet of paper do not meet, however far produced, they are called pe

lines.
o A transversal is a line that intersects two or more iines in a plane at distinct points.
. A transversal gives rise to several types of angles :

: rYPes oi Td:: ., 
' Angles shown

lnterior angles /.3, 14, 15, 16

Exterior angles 11,, 12, /7, Z8
,/*.

27.

1

4

)
a
JCorresponding angles 21 and l5; 14 and

22 and 16; 13 and

Alternate interior angles 13 and 15; 14 and

Alternate exterior angles 11, and 17: 12 and

Interior angles on the same

sides of transversal

14 and 15; 13 and

When a transversal intersects two parallel lines :

(i) each pair of corresponding angles are equal.

(ii) each pair of alterndte (interior or exterior) angles are equal.

(iii) each pair of interior angles on the same side of transversal are supplementary.

Linear pair of angles are supplementary.

t6
t8
z6

'i '.lrt .r .. ,

number of pairs of adjacent angles formed are

(c) 2 (d) 6

5' 6

8

Si:,:+Se +:rf t,:: ':''.:,

-,. \\4ren two

(a) 4

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS

-- : ": i'i:,-;'r:'t;ilI l-.,;;r-11:r :

lines intersect at a point,

(b) 3

ffi Mathematics ln Real Lrfe-7



The comPlement of an angle of 36o is

(a) g4" (b) 54o (c) 64o

. The supplement of an angle of 68' is

(a) 22" (b) 142' (c) 122"

t.ThesupplementofanangleisT0o,thenthecomplementofthatangleis
(a) g2" (b) L62' (c) 52o

'.Thecomplementofanangleis26o,thenthesupplementofthatangleis(a) 64" (b) 154o (c) 1L6o

6. In lhe given figure' two straight lines intersect at point O' if IPOS = 45"'

(d) 144'

(d) 112"

(d) does not exist

(d) does not exist

then ZQOR is equal to

><
(a) L35'

AOB is a straight

(a) 55"

(b) 45'

(c) 35"

(b) 55'

line, a raY OC stands on it' If

(c) L55"

IAOC = 145o,

G) 45"

then ZBOC is equal to

B tru:l;"n figure' rav.s oA'.orlP:,:"u oD are such that tAoB= 30o' tAoC=

and' ZLOO = r' then the value ot I ls

(a) t20"

(b) 1.40'

(c) 1,L0"

e. ,:'rJ:;"n figure' AB ll Ec' tA= 60o and' IECD =7'o'then lAcB is equal to 
+NFT

(a) 50' /\ 
"l

(b)60" / \/(c)70" u4
(d) 40"

10. In the given figure, I \\ m, the value of x is 
. \rao" ,l

(a) 50" \
(b) 130' < \,---+ ttt

I\(c) 120"

(d) 1o0'

11.. An angle is equal to 5 times its^complement' then its measure ls

(a) 25" (b)' 50" (c) 75o @) 60'

L2. Two angles can be supplementary' if both of them are

(a)acuteangles(b)obtuseangles(c)rightangles(d)straightangles
Lines snd Anglr@

90", ZBOD = 100"



F;
l" ^"9

4$ MENTAL MATHS CORNER
.dL

Fill in the blanks :

1. If two angles of a linear pair are equal, then measure of each angle is ..............

2. If the magnitude of an angle is same as its complement, then measure of the angle

3. If the magnitude of an angle is same as its supplement, then the angle is ...............

4. Two angles are such that one of the angles is : of its supplement, then the angle is

and its supplement is .....................: . . . .

5. Two angles forming a linear pair are

6. If hvo adjacent angles are supplementary, they form a ............... j .

7. If trvo lines intersect at a point, then the are always equal.

8. An angle is greater than 45o, then its complementary angle is .............. .... than 45o.

1
9. An angle is 5of its complemenf then the angle is ............,. .... and its complement is

10.

11.

1't.

--*J +'

g

The ratio of two angles of a linear pair is 2 : 3. Then the angles are ........... ....... and

The diiterence between the measures of two angles of a linear pair is 80o, then the smaller angle is

The supplement of 180o is

REVIEW EXERCISE

In the figure given below, write down each

(i) linear pair (ii) pair of vertically opposite angles.

2,t
34

56

78

@ Mathematics ln Real Life-7



In the figure givenbelow line I and m intersect at o. It 14=70o, find all other angles'

hr the given figure, I ll m, p ll q, find 21, 12, 13, 14 and 15"

In the figures given below decide whether I ll m'

(4 (ii)

In the given figure, AB ll CD, BE ll CF the value of ZFCD.

In the given figure, p ll q.lt Zz : LL}", find lx, Zy and Zr.

From the given figure, find the value of a'

and ZABD = 60o. Find

Lines and Anglail



In the given figure, t ll m.rf /.1 and z2 arein the ratio 2: 3, find all the angles.
(Hint : Let Z1 = 2x, 22 = 3x and use linear pair property of angles)

3;"4 L

6_:s--_ ____:4_ ._-__.;. lll
7"8

,:

HOTS QUESTIONS

L. In the adjoining figure, if AB ll cD, find the measures of x and y.

AB
.('+-__.. I _'/_,__"*=-*_*,;,:.

550 Y', 'r
,t--f''..

/' 't

!--r/ t,-1-?0"

a*-'')L -- .- __ jrCD
Z. Find the value of r from the given figure.

'i'n

7 ,"

T):
L:

l

'i
:

i-s,'
, _./L.' X. ,(-\

a__1 . --------,.-.-.Y.:_J
1 tno

! L1V

J

r.R
'!."

3" \zVhich lines are parallel? Give reasons.

7!

r\P -__ Y-,->
75"

I'
!'

-. , 100iio-*-c,:;- --" ; ---"-L
"r l Ooo ;r\

I 
4vv 

:

I '!/

Tr

T:

5
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Lz. x =50o, Y = 69o 13' (i) No (tt) Yes

t4. x=65o,y =30o' z=fSOJfS' (4 (1' 5)' (4' 5Xt4 (4' 1)

(ia) 39",129" (o) 53"' 143o

(i) 18' (ii) 71" (iii) 2" (ia) 65"
'12 

= 127o, l3 = 53", l4 = 127'

(t) 100' (ii) 36" (t") 16

Linear palr : (a, c)' (c' d)' (d' b)' (a' b)' (e' fl' (i' e)' (i' i)'

A, f), e, h), (g, k), (k, I), (l' h)'

Vertically opposite **t* : (a' d)' (c' b)' (e' il' Q' fl'

(, 64',154" (t4 28", 118" (iii) 81" 
', 

171"

(B,I), (h' k).

41" 7.130' 8. 34o, 98",142"

11.2

(io) tZ (o) (1,5)' (2' 8)

MultiPle Ghoice Questions

j. @) z. @)

s. (c) 6- @)

s. (a) 10. (b)

Mental Maths Gorner

7

3. (d) 4. @)

z. @) 8. (b)

11. (c) 12. G)

2.45o 3' 90" 4. 80o, 100'

6. Linear Pair
1..

3.

n

8.

12.

VerticallY oPPosite angles

L;r 
'g.-36",54' 

:t0'72"' 108"''t1' 50'

0"

Review Exercise

I. (i) (1, 2), (2, 3)' \3' 4)' (1' 4\' (6' 5)' (6' 7)' (7 ' 8)' (5' 8)

(ii) (2, 4), (1,3), (6' 8)' (5' 7), 
, ^^

SuPPlementarY

'12 
= 70o, l1 = \10" , l3 = 11Q'

: T-=';t;:)z=os'' t3=65o' t4 =115"' t5=55"

4. (,) No (ii) Yes (iii) Yes

Adj. angles : (IXOP' IPOQ)' (IPOQ' l@y)' (IXOP'

tPOv), (txoQ' tQOv)'

I-i*u, ptair: (IXOP' lPOy)' (IXOQ" lQOy)'

,n, = io" (ii) A = 63' :r:r'152"'152"'28"'

62",118"

72o,108o,108o, 108o, 72o,72o' 108o 2' 70' 4' 110'

-^aa z^o l';fio 5. 100", 80o, 20o
120o,60o,120" o' ruv I vv ' --

r=50o, A=55" 8.85o \

in r = e0", Y =100" (i;) x = 110"' Y = 100:-

c=65?,b=1L5", c= 65o' d=115o' e=115o'

f=65",g=115"
(0 (4,5), (1.,6), (3,8)' (2'7) (t') (1', 8)', (2', 5) (iii) l5

; ;;" i.' t, = 1\oo' tv =:::' :"=:::"
8. t\ = 72o, t2 = :rw' f =.'l): t4 = 108"'

" tZ= 108o, l7 = 72o' 18 = 108"

HOTS Questions

1-. x=65o,Y=125" 2'90"

7.30"
l5 = 72",

3. QR II ST

Lines and AngI6@ ":"#


